TAURUS

(April 20-May 20)

-- Communicate, share and get things done. Relationships will improve if you open and honest about your expectations. A positive change is heading your way, and your outlook and energy will improve if you are open and honest about your expectations.

--- Pay attention to community and what will bring the most satisfaction. Keep the peace toward matters concerning institutions or the workplace.

Aries

(March 21-April 19)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own. Avoid someone meddling in your personal affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.

GEMINI

(June 21-July 20)

-- Communicate, share and get things done. Relationships will improve if you open and honest about your expectations. A positive change is heading your way, and your outlook and energy will improve if you are open and honest about your expectations.

--- Pay attention to community and what will bring the most satisfaction. Keep the peace toward matters concerning institutions or the workplace.

LEO

(July 23-Aug. 22)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.

VIRGO

(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.

LIBRA

(Sept. 23-Oct. 23)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.

CANCER

(June 21-July 20)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.

SCORPIO

(Oct. 24-Nov. 21)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.

SAGITTARIUS

(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.

CAPRICORN

(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.

AQUARIUS

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

-- Look carefully. Negotiate on what will bring the most satisfaction. Avoid someone meddling in your affairs by keeping your personal affairs your own.

--- Teamwork requires careful handling. An improvement and romance are favored.